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INTRODUCTION

There has been vast literature written on how to use data in
recruiting, suggesting what leaders should measure to understand
how their team is performing. Even so, we haven’t yet reached
consensus as an industry on the key metrics to track and how
they can provide actionable insights for better decision making by
talent leaders and senior leadership.
At Greenhouse we’ve been thinking about these metrics a lot.
We’ve been talking to our customers about what they use, thinking
through their measurability and reliability, and also implementing
them internally with our recruiting team to learn what works, what
doesn’t, and which measures feel most impactful and actionable.
This ebook shares the five KPIs that we think your recruiting
organization should care about and track consistently, and, more
importantly, how you can use them to optimize your hiring efforts.

L A U R E N R YA N
Director of Talent Acquisition
Greenhouse
www.linkedin.com/in/leryan
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Key Performance
Indicator Overview

What’s a KPI?

5

Which KPIs should we care about?
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K E Y P E R F O R M A N C E I N D I C AT O R O V E R V I E W

What’s a KPI and What’s
its Purpose?
A KPI is a Key Performance Indicator. It’s not intended to paint a
detailed picture. Instead, your KPIs should collectively paint a
picture of the general successes or challenges of your recruiting

“[Recruiting

organization. They act as a signal of where to sing praises, dive

metrics]

in deeper to understand the root cause of a change or anomaly,

must inform

or make changes to further optimize.

an action to
take.” 1

Quite simply, KPIs are:
• Key – focused on the most important metrics
• Performance-related – tied to business objectives
• Indicators – headlines, not the whole story
ROB MCINTOSH
Global Talent
Acquisition Executive
ERE Media, Inc.

1

http://www.eremedia.com/ere/a-standard-set-of-recruiting-metrics/
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Which KPIs Should
We Care About?
Cost of Hire and Quality of Hire are both widely discussed,

Sales and marketing have

and are certainly valuable to measure if you have consistent,

successfully defined
industry-wide measures

quantifiable inputs. However, to define our KPIs, we looked to

of their success and

our colleagues in sales and marketing who also talk about their

opportunities. This is

processes as a funnel and whose metrics are well understood by

critical because it allows

executives.

them to 1) set goals
across an organization,
and 2) benchmark

Let’s take a look at their funnels and the metrics they track to

themselves to their peers.

measure success:

SALES AND MARKETING FUNNEL

Lead
Marketing
Qualified Lead

MARKETING

Opportunity
SALES
Customer
*Conversion rate measured at each stage in %
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We used the approach of sales and marketing to identify KPIs

The recruiting funnel

that address each stage of the recruiting funnel. We looked

closely mirrors a

for metrics that would act as a signal of behind-the-scenes
changes, successes, or areas of weakness. Additionally, these

marketing or sales funnel.
You start with someone
who doesn’t really know

metrics should be uniformly meaningful, regardless of how

that they’re fit for an

your recruiting team is set up.

opportunity, be it a
product or a job. You

As we defined KPIs, we required a few important characteristics:

•

•

nurture their interest,
gauge their fit, and

A metric that could be modeled against time, to give a

ultimately create a

sense of trend

partnership.

A metric that could be boiled down into a single figure for
simple communication

•

A metric where there is a sense of “good” or “bad,” or against
which goals can be determined and tracked

RECRUITING FUNNEL

Talent Pool
TA L E N T M A R K E T I N G

Applicant
Qualified
Candidate

RECRUITING

Hire
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Our KPIs

1. Qualified Candidates Per Opening
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2. Candidate Survey Results
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3. Source to Close
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4. Offer Acceptance Rate
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5. Hires to Goal
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OUR KPIs

Qualified Candidates
Per Opening
NUMBER OF APPLICANTS WHO HAD AN INITIAL
S C R E E N I N T E R V I E W, P E R J O B O P E N I N G

BENCHMARK
At Greenhouse, we define
QCs as the number of
candidates scheduled for

Recruiting’s version of marketing’s “Marketing Qualified Lead”

a screen phone call. For

or sales’ “Qualified Lead” is a “Qualified Candidate.” This means

Greenhouse, we look for

that during the application review these candidates appear
to have the skills and experience required to warrant an early
conversation. It is a leading indicator that the interview funnel
is filling up with relevant applicants.
For more detail, slice this by source to understand which
sources are providing the most qualified candidates. We’d

15-20

QCs per
open role

depending on how unique
the candidate profile is.

recommend doing some basic analysis on how many Qualified
Candidates are typically required per hire so that you can
set Qualified Candidate goals for your team. How you track
towards your Qualified Candidate goals then acts as a
leading indicator for whether a role is on track for timely
hiring, or if you should reallocate resources to actively
source candidates.
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If your initial screens aren’t where you need them to be, dig into
your sourcing strategy. This will often be done on a role-by-role
basis, but can be valuable on an aggregate level as well, or by
department.

Use historical conversion rates to understand
how many applications typically become Qualified
Candidates. At a basic level, are you getting enough
candidates to expect there to be qualified candidates
in the pool? Look into testing new job post titles and
content, or exploring new sources and job boards.
Is the applicant pool robust, but without quality? Revisit
the job description with your hiring manager to make
sure you’re selling the job in a way that will attract the
right talent.
Are certain sources failing to deliver any qualified
candidates? Redirect those resources to sources that
are contributing qualified candidates.
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OUR KPIs

Candidate Survey
Results
F E E D B A C K F R O M C A N D I D AT E S I N D I C AT I N G A
POSITIVE EXPERIENCE

BENCHMARK
Across Greenhouse
customers,

We all spend time designing a thoughtful interview process. We
measure candidates on a multitude of culture-fit attributes,

73%

of
candidates

give them code tests or case studies, and get input on their

indicate they had a

technical experience from the people that will work with them.

positive candidate

However, if you don’t ensure an excellent candidate experience,

experience by

you handicap your chances of converting the candidate to

answering “Strongly
Agree” or “Agree” to the

a hire. Candidates use their experience as a proxy for how

question “Overall, my

much value a company places on their people and what their

interviewing experience

experience will be as an employee. As recruiting organizations,

was a positive one.”

we need to ensure we’re keeping a keen eye on delivering a
smooth, thoughtful, and respectful candidate experience. The
proportion of candidates who answer “Yes” or “Strong Yes” to

G R E E N H O U S E C U S TO M E R
C A N D I D AT E E X P E R I E N C E

the question “Overall, my candidate experience was a positive

73% of
candidates
had a positive
experaience

one” is a good indicator of a positive candidate experience. A net
promoter score from candidates (indicating their likelihood of
recommending your company to someone else) would also be a
great way to capture this information.
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If you’ve noticed that favorable answers to the highlevel question about positive candidate experience
are declining, use the other questions you ask in your
candidate survey to dig in deeper.
Interviews aren’t starting on time? Set timeliness
goals for your coordinators, and share the impact of
timeliness on offer acceptance rate with your hiring
managers. Candidates aren’t finding the process
challenging enough? Revisit your scorecards and
re-think how your interview questions drive at core
requirements of the role. Also, make sure to build
time into the interview to engage in a thoughtful
conversation with candidates on the challenges of the
role, and don’t just rely on practical tests to convey
the work.
Be sure to scan results on a per department basis
as well. An opportunity to improve a certain piece of
the interview experience can get hidden by the orgwide average!
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OUR KPIs

Source to Close
H O W Q U I C K LY C A N D I D AT E S M O V E T H R O U G H YO U R
RECRUITING AND INTERVIEW PROCESS

BENCHMARK
Across Greenhouse
customers, the average
Source to Close is

We measure Source to Close as the number of days between when
a candidate applies and when their offer is resolved (whether

39

days.

accepted or rejected). We have settled on this metric of efficiency
for two reasons.
First, many roles are left open continuously, which means starting
your count from the date a job is opened loses its impact. For
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example, if you’ve been continuously hiring sales reps for the last 18
months, a Time to Fill of 540 days for the last rep hired doesn’t tell
you much.
Second, many factors contribute to the amount of time that passes
between when a candidate signs an offer letter and when they
walk in on their first day of work – many of which have to do with
personal obligations or commitments to their former employers.
In the end, you’re trying to gain insight into the recruiting team’s
process and throughput, and Source to Close does this best.
Finance and senior leadership may be interested in some ancillary
reporting about candidate start dates, but that information isn’t as
insightful into the recruiting team’s performance.
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If you see Source to Close slowing down, you might want to:

Break the metric down by department. Is one
department’s speed drastically different from others?
Use this to drive a conversation with the hiring manager
around the importance of quick scheduling and
decision making.
Look at the number of interviews required per open job.
Has this been increasing? Is it intentional?
Look at the time between interview stages. Does one take a
particularly long time to schedule? Is it possible to combine
this content into a previous stage?
Do applications remain in review longer than you’d
like? This might help make a case for a new recruiting
coordinator.
Look at how you’re tracking towards your Qualified
Candidates goals. Perhaps too few candidates are
getting to initial screen calls and it’s time to revisit your
sourcing strategy.
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OUR KPIs

Offer Acceptance
Rate
T H E P E R C E N TA G E O F O F F E R S E X T E N D E D T O
C A N D I D AT E S T H AT A R E A C C E P T E D

BENCHMARK
Across Greenhouse
customers, the average
Offer Acceptance Rate

This metric should be heavily relied on as an indication of a team’s
effectiveness. A strong Offer Acceptance Rate (OAR) usually

(OAR) is

87%.

indicates that the team has successfully filled a pipeline with
candidates, created an efficient and thorough interview process,

O F F E R A C C E P TA N C E R AT E

poured thought into the candidate experience, and, finally, helped
87%
acceptance
rate

the hiring team extend an offer to the right candidate for their team.
The Offer Acceptance Rate highlights the team’s ability to draw out
the candidate’s priorities, needs, and deal breakers before an offer
is extended, and to negotiate with a candidate to find the mutually
beneficial point of agreement.
It is important that organizations use this metric in an authentic
way. It is tempting not to “create” an offer until you’ve gone through
a lot of pre-closing work with a candidate and feel near certain that
an offer, once extended, will be accepted. Or, to not even create an
offer until all negotiation is complete. However, this bias denies this
metric its gravitas, and will squash interesting insights.
15
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To understand why offer acceptance rates will be declining:

Dig into rejection reasons! The first time you do this
exercise, you might find that rejection reasons need to
be tweaked to be more detailed and/or actionable.
Segment your results by department. An important
part of closing offers is that you have positioned the
value proposition to candidates well. Work with the
department to make sure that you are pitching the
opportunity correctly throughout the interview process.
This should increase your OAR.
Once you have an accurate aggregate of rejection
reasons (wait to sample at least five), take the top two
seriously and plan action steps. Are your salaries too
low? Can you adjust to be more competitive with market
rate? Do you need to revamp your benefits and perks to
compare with other companies in the same industry?
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OUR KPIs

Hires to Goal
H O W W E L L YO U A R E M E E T I N G YO U R
HIRING OBJECTIVES

BENCHMARK
Because hiring goals
and the ways they are
set are unique to each

In the end, all of these metrics are aimed at making sure we are

organization, we don’t

building a process that ensures great hires (a robust pipeline, a

have a benchmark. Of

great candidate experience, a well-oiled process). However, the

course, we strive to set

right quality of hire is only one side of the coin, and does not
fulfill your organization’s needs without being coupled with the

realistic goals that still
challenge the team, and
thereby shoot for 100%.

right number of hires.
At the outset of every year, quarter, and, likely, month your team
sets specific goals for the number of hires required. The goal
set should take into account how long it takes to fill a quality
funnel with applicants, move them through the process, and
close an offer. The output of that analysis is a number, e.g.
32 hires in Q3. Tracking and reporting on your organization’s
progress towards this goal is a critical component of measuring
its recruiting success.
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Again, this is an important number to slice down a bit
further. Did you hit your hiring goals in all departments
but one? Perhaps you underestimated the difficulty of
filling those roles and overcommitted. Or, there might
be an opportunity to re-think how you allocate your
recruiting resources and shift some recruiter time away
from one department to another.
If you didn’t meet your hiring goals, take this opportunity
to revisit the other four KPIs. Chances are good that there
are one or two areas where you’re falling short. Do a little
investigating to see which areas you can focus on to push
you closer to your overall goal.
Did you meet your hiring goals? If so, congratulations!
Now you can evaluate which efforts were most successful
and work on optimizing your process.
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CONCLUSION

Greenhouse’s KPIs have not only helped our own company improve
our hiring process, but have also helped numerous organizations
in various industries use KPIs to support a more strategic
recruiting function.
You’ll be amazed at the extent to which using these KPIs and
sharing them with senior leadership will drive transparency into
your organization’s successes and hard work, while also providing
valuable, actionable feedback.

With best in class service focused on building partnerships to
address your hiring goals, Greenhouse is the recruiting platform
designed to work the way you do.

L E A R N M O R E AT
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